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SAB CASTLED AS AB INBEV MEGA-
DEAL GETS BOARD APPROVAL

After years of speculation, Anheuser-Busch InBev's 

(ABI) formal o� er1 of US$106bn to acquire 100% of 

SABMiller’s (SAB) share capital, signals the end of 

SAB’s quest for dominance in the global brewing 

space. SAB’s roots can be traced back to 1895 when 

the company was formed to serve the growing 

market of miners in Johannesburg. It originally listed 

on the JSE in 1897 but its international expansion 

began in earnest with the migration of its primary 

listing to London in March 1999. 

On debut in London, SAB’s market capitalization stood at $6.8bn and the 

company’s brewing exposure was limited to South Africa, 10 Southern 

African countries2 and a handful of Eastern European countries3. With 

access to global capital markets, SAB management used strategic and 

timely acquisitions, to grow the brewer of Castle Lager into the world’s 

second-largest brewer.

1 Offer terms: all cash offer of £44.00 per share plus dividends of US$1.22 per share to 31 Mar 2016, with a partial cash offer (PSA) alternative available for 41% of SABMiller shares. PSA consists of 0.483969  
 unlisted ABInBev shares and £3.7788 in cash for each SABMiller share.
2 Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe
3 Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia.

BREWING UP A 
GLOBAL BEER GIANT



TWO BEER GROWTH CHAMPIONS COMBINED

It is evident that both SAB & ABI have seen signifi cant organic & acquisitive growth with adjusted earnings per 

share (in US$) growing by 10% and 14% pa respectively over the last 15 and 10 year period as seen in the table 

below. ABI is the undisputed leader in global brewing with its Revenues and Ebitda being 1.8 and 2.4 times larger 

respectively than SAB's. Similar to SAB, ABI has a rich and proud history as a master acquirer, and showcases best 

in class e�  ciencies and strong global brands.

ABI is the undisputed leader 
in global brewing

4 EBITDA = Earnings before interest, depreciation and amortization, and is a proxy for cashfl ow profi ts
5 Offer terms: all cash offer of £44.00 per share plus dividends of US$1.22 per share to 31 Mar 2016, with a partial cash offer (PSA) alternative available for 41% of SABMiller shares.
6 12 month rolling adjusted eps of $2.25 and spot £/US$ exchange rate of 1.60.
7 Price as of 15 Sep 2015 the day before SAB release offi cial notifi cation confi rming ABI’s intention to make a proposal to acquire SAB.
8 Upselling to existing customer.
9 From ABI’s merger presentation 11 Nov 2015.

Table  1: SAB & ABI: Selected Historical fi nancial data

AN AFRICAN JEWEL FOR THE KING OF BEERS: ACQUIRING THE LONGEST AND 
MOST EXCITING GROWTH RUNWAY IN THE WORLD OF BEVERAGES

At its core, brewing is a simple and highly cash generative business. When investing in businesses for the long term, 

we are attracted to businesses with pricing power, the ability to grow revenues faster than costs and generate 

strong free cash fl ows. Brewers in general, and SAB in particular, fi t neatly into this category. At the o� er price of 

£44.00,5  the rolling 12 month historic PE is 316 and is a 50% premium to the undisturbed price of £29.347. The 

burning question is why did ABI feel the need to make such a generous o� er? 
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SAB’s brewing assets in Africa, China and South America are highly 

coveted for their exposure to the fast growing emerging market beer 

consumer. We have consistently held the view that SAB was likely to 

play a major role in the inevitable global brewing consolidation process, 

either as an acquirer, or given the strategic positioning of certain assets 

in its portfolio, a possible target.

In developing markets, as opposed to developed markets where the 

focus is on premiumisation8 and cost cutting, brewing is in a much 

more attractive phase of development and value creation. With low 

penetration and growing income levels, volume growth is easier 

to extract and engineer. Additionally, strong pricing growth can be 

extracted over time as consumers can be graduated through local beer 

offerings (e.g. sorghum beer) to mainstream beer and fi nally premium 

offerings. Topline growth thus benefi ts from both price and volume 

increases.  Given the fi xed cost leverage that increased volumes bring by 

reducing unit costs, brewers in these geographies are ideally positioned 

to create signifi cant value over the longer term as per unit profi tability 

increases in tandem with volume growth.

SAB’s footprint is predominantly in geographies where there is an 

exceptionally long runway of organic growth to come in terms of 

population growth, increases in income, lager penetration and fi nally 

premiumisation. Almost 75% of its current profi ts come from developing 

markets in Africa, South America and Asia. Whereas global beer volumes 

are expected to grow by 16% over the decade to 2025, African volumes 

are expected to grow by 44% and increase its shares of global volumes 

from 6.5% to 8.1% 9. SAB’s African beverage portfolio provides access 

to beer and soft drinks markets in 38 African countries with signifi cant 

market shares - 17 via its owned and managed operations and 21 

through its 20% interest in Castel. 



Primarily SABMiller (inlc. JVs and associates)

Introduction of global brands expedites 
premiumisation process in SAB territories

The accompanying map (refer to fi gure 1) clearly 

shows the substantial complementary geographic 

footprint that a combined ABI and SAB will share. 

As a consequence the proposed merger will face some regulatory 

scrutiny. The merged entities’ US market share would exceed 75% and 

as such ABI already announced its proposed sale of SAB’s 58% stake in 

the MillerCoors US joint venture to Molson Coors for $12bn10. SAB has 

a 49% stake in China Resources Enterprises (CRE) the largest brewer by 

volume in China which owns CR Snow, the largest beer brand in China11. 

Regulatory uncertainty surrounding a combined CRE and ABI, which is 

the most profi table brewer in China12 is further complicated by possible 

pre-emptive rights available to the 51% majority shareholder. Only time 

will tell what happens to this investment in CRE. There are other smaller 

regulatory issues, but they are not considered material to the overall 

deal success. 

The largest regulatory hurdle 
being American anti-trust issues 

has already been addressed 
through the sale of Molson Coors

10 Deal is subject to ABInBev receiving regulatory approval to acquire SABMIller.
11 CR Snow volumes ~107m hectolitres in 2014.
12 Combined CRE & Harbin (100% owned by ABI) has almost 40% beer market share in China.
13 For example Castle, Castle Lite & Aguila.
14 ABI conference call on 11 Nov 2015.

Figure  1: SAB & ABI Footprint
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Primarily AB InBev

AB InBev & SABMiller (inlc. JVs and associates)

Complementary footprint makes for a desirable and 
achievable transaction

SAB’s greatest weakness is considered to be the 

absence of a truly global super premium brand 

in its stable. While it has excelled in creating local 

champion13 brands it has not been able to convert 

some of their international heritage brands (e.g. 

Peroni, Pilsner Urquell and Millers) into true global 

brands. Conversely ABI has three global brands in 

Stella Artois, Corona and Budweiser. Budweiser is a 

classic example of leveraging and marketing spend 

globally. Post the Anheuser Busch acquisition in 

2008, ABI doubled the overseas sale of Budweiser 

beer in just 7 years. Today, more Budweiser is sold 

outside America than within it!

A combined geographic footprint will create signifi cant scope to 

leverage revenue synergies - with a globally recognized brand the 

process of “in market premiumisation” becomes easier and more cost 

effective as brand spend is already being incurred globally. Carlos Brito 

the CEO of ABI said: “Finally, on the revenue and cash fl ow side, we see 

a number of opportunities. Though we’re not publicly quantifying those 

opportunities at this time, we see signifi cant potential for value creation 

from using our combined global distribution network in order to expand 

brand portfolio sales worldwide, and by drawing from the innovation 

successes of both companies14 ”. While this benefi t is likely to be large it 

will take time to realise.



Merger synergies of $1.4Bn over 4 years

THE TIME WAS RIGHT FOR ABI TO ACT

Coupled with access to premium brands, country 

market share is also key in driving operating 

profi tability and margins. Geographically dominant 

brewers, once entrenched, are near impossible 

to displace. Incumbency a� ords considerable 

advantages in terms of relationships, logistical 

prowess and marketing scale which are extremely 

di�  cult and very costly to replicate.  

This partly explains why companies such as ABI and SAB chose to acquire 

brewers rather than building from scratch when expanding away from 

their home markets.  Lack of meaningful competition (evidenced by 

market concentration) allows brewers, especially the largest incumbents, 

the ability to earn above normal returns in the long term.  Figure 2 below 

demonstrates how market share dominance15 can lead to considerably 

higher profi tability levels.   

Amidst this fear19 and with interest rates at generational lows making 

the fi nancing of an acquisition more affordable, there was no better time 

for ABI to strike. The Tantalum funds have profi ted handsomely from 

our holdings in SAB and through the investment in the Molson Coors 

Brewing Company (TAP)20. The TAP investment was based on the premise 

that an ABI/SAB merger would result in the forced sale21 of SAB’s 58% 

stake in the MillerCoors JV and the most likely benefi ciary was TAP22. This 

has played out with TAP shares having risen by 36% in USD terms since 

the ABI/SAB deal was initially mooted.

Market share dominance leads to higher profi tability

SAB’s US$ earnings18 have been under signifi cant pressure since 2013 largely due to weak emerging market 

currencies and cyclical volume pressures in selected markets. Amidst the recent emerging market currency rout 

and strong US$ environment, market expectations of SAB’s future dollar earnings have continued to decline and 

investors feared that a return to organic earnings growth was much longer dated.

ABI has announced that, as part of the proposed SAB acquisition, it 

intends seeking a secondary inward listing on the JSE during January 

2016. Post the proposed merger ABI will be one of the largest consumer 

product companies in the world with profi ts exceeding even that of 

Nestle’s and will be listed on the JSE. All this from quenching miners’ 

thirst over a 100 years ago!

15 Almost 90% of SAB’s  .
16 PF Merged revenue is net of excise, includes  net revenue of SAB associates but excludes net revenue from SAB’s North American asset which is to be divested .
17 PF Merged ebitda includes ebitda SAB’s associates but excludes ebitda from SAB’s North American asset which is to be divested.  
18 Adjusted basic earnings per share largely fl at since 2013 at ~$2.40.
19 SAB traded as low as 18 times forward earnings in month preceding ABI’s offer, well below its 3 year average of 21 times.
20 TAP held in those funds where our mandates allow for offshore investment.
21 Merged ABI/SAB entity would control 73% of the US beer market – ABI 46% and MillerCoors JV 27% in 2014.
22 TAP itself is the owner of remaining 42% stake sales come from countries where SAB enjoys either a No 1 or No 2 position.

Most major brewing transactions have seen 

signifi cant cost extractions from the merged entity. 

This proposed merger is no di� erent - ABI have 

identifi ed annual merger synergies of USD1.4bn over 

4 years in addition to the existing SAB cost cutting 

target of USD 1.05bn over the same time period. 

Combined these savings equate to 3.5%16 of pro-

forma net revenue and ~10%17 of pro-forma EBITDA 

of the merged entity. 

Importantly, very little of these savings are expected from decreasing 

marketing and brand support but come instead from four sources:

• Procurement and Engineering 

• Brewery and Distribution Effi ciencies 

• Best Practice Sharing 

• Corporate and Regional HQs

Figure 2: EBITDA margins vs market share
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